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Abstract
Objective Harmful use of alcohol represents a large
socioeconomic and disease burden and displays a
socioeconomic status (SES) gradient. Several alcohol
control laws were devised and implemented, but their
equity impact remains undetermined. We ascertained if
an SES gradient in hazardous alcohol consumption exists
in Geneva (Switzerland) and assessed the equity impact of
the alcohol control laws implemented during the last two
decades.
Design Repeated cross-sectional survey study.
Setting We used data from non-abstinent participants,
aged 35–74 years, from the population-based crosssectional Bus Santé study (n=16 725), between 1993 and
2014.
Methods SES indicators included educational attainment
(primary, secondary and tertiary) and occupational level
(high, medium and low). We defined four survey periods
according to the implemented alcohol control laws and
hazardous alcohol consumption (outcome variable) as
>30 g/day for men and >20 g/day for women. The Slope
Index of Inequality (SII) and Relative Index of Inequality (RII)
were used to quantify absolute and relative inequalities,
respectively, and were compared between legislative
periods.
Results Lower educated men had a higher frequency
of hazardous alcohol consumption (RII=1.87 (1.57; 2.22)
and SII=0.14 (0.11; 0.17)). Lower educated women had
less hazardous consumption ((RII=0.76 (0.60; 0.97)
and SII=−0.04 (−0.07;−0.01]). Over time, hazardous
alcohol consumption decreased, except in lower educated
men. Education-related inequalities were observed in men
in all legislative periods and did not vary between them.
Similar results were observed using the occupational
level as SES indicator. In women, significant inverse SES
gradients were observed using educational attainment but
not for occupational level.
Conclusions Population-wide alcohol control laws did
not have a positive equity impact on hazardous alcohol
consumption. Targeted interventions to disadvantaged
groups may be needed to address the hazardous alcohol
consumption inequality gap.

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► Relatively large cross-sectional study spanning 20

years.
►► Use of relative and absolute inequality regres-

sion-based measures.
►► Equity impact of several alcohol control measures

was evaluated.
►► No longitudinal data to clearly assess causality.
►► Possible confounding by the 2008 economic crisis

cannot be excluded.

Introduction
Harmful use of alcohol is responsible for a
large social, economic and disease burden.
According to the World Health Organisation
(WHO), harmful use of alcohol is estimated
to represent 5.9% of worldwide mortality,
accounting for 3.3 million deaths per year.
Additionally, the global burden of disease
and injury attributed to alcohol represents
5.1% of the total disability-adjusted life years,
being in the origin of an excess of 200 injury
and disease conditions.1 Both mortality and
morbidity related to alcohol consumption
have increased over time.2–4
Considering the high burden of disease
attributed to alcohol consumption, several
legislative interventions were advocated by
WHO5 and by the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD).
Many of these interventions aiming at the
reduction of harmful consumption were
implemented in several countries and were
met with considerable success.6
As in other harmful behaviours, a social
gradient in alcohol consumption was identified, with higher consumption existing
in individuals with lower socioeconomic
status (SES).7–9 Also, its effects on health are
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socially patterned with higher alcohol-related mortality in
low-educated individuals and manual workers,10 and alcohol-related mortality significantly associated with the rise
of unemployment rates.11 Some institutions, like WHO,
have set practical measures to prevent the widening of
alcohol-related inequalities and, ideally, to reduce them.
Policies, such as alcohol taxation and price rising, age
limits for purchase and drink-driving, and restriction of
alcohol marketing, advertising and promotion, coupled
with interventions for heavy drinkers and vulnerable
groups are among those suggested.12 However, the impact
of these policies on SES inequalities in alcohol consumption remains to be determined. Existing studies mainly
focus on the equity impact of taxation policies with
results suggesting that tax increases have a strong pro-equity effect, particularly for those with higher alcohol
consumption.13 14
In Geneva (Switzerland), several alcohol control laws
were implemented during the last two decades.15 In
2000, an alcohol advertising ban was introduced, while
in 2004, there was a threefold increase in prices of
alcopop beverages (eg, premixed drinks), a decrease in
the alcohol driving limit, an off-premise sale interdiction between 21:00 and 7:00 hours, and an alcohol sale
interdiction in video stores and gas stations. Smoking
bans were suggested to reduce alcohol demand,16 17 and
such a ban was implemented in Geneva in 2009. A recent
study15 showed a decrease in overall alcohol consumption and in hazardous drinking, in men and women in
Geneva between 1993 and 2014, independently of policy
changes. Still, differential impact according to SES was
not assessed.
The main aim of this study was, first, to determine if an
SES gradient in hazardous alcohol consumption exists in
the adult population of Geneva and, second, to assess the
impact of the implemented alcohol control policies on
this gradient, if any. As a secondary aim, we also sought
to determine the impact of the successive legislative interventions on inequalities of total daily alcohol consumption, if they existed.

Methods
Participants
We used data from the Bus Santé study, a continuing
population-based study in the State of Geneva (population of approximately 490 000 inhabitants in 2016)
monitoring health and associated risk factors. As previously described,18 independent samples of residents were
subjected to annual health examination surveys since
1993. A resident list provided by the local authorities was
used to select participants who were aged 35–74 years until
2011 and 20–74 years afterwards. Gender and 10-year age
strata were used for stratified random sampling. Each
participant was invited to a Bus Santé study unit where
trained collaborators would administer the questionnaires. One of the three study units was a mobile unit
2

visiting different areas of the Geneva canton while the
other two were based at the Geneva University Hospitals.
Individuals who did not respond to the invitation were
telephoned up to seven times at different days of the week
and times of the day. If contact was not established, two
extra invitations were mailed. When participants were
unreachable, they were considered as non-responders
and replaced.
Participation rate varied with 60.1% for 1996–2003,
56.2% for 2004–2009 and 50.8% for the 2010–2014
period. Participant recruitment decreased during the
period between 2005 and 2008 due to a simultaneous
study taking place with shared logistical resources but not
focusing on the same population.
Exclusion criteria
We included participants with ages between 35 and 74
years, the age group consistently recruited during the
entirety of the Bus Santé study. We excluded abstinent
participants (n=3059, 15.2%) and those with missing data
on educational attainment (n=368, 2.2%), assumed to
be missing completely at random. For occupational level
analysis, participants who were not working (unemployed
n=789, 4.7%; retired n=2753, 16.4% and housewives/
househusbands n=1635, 9.7%) or with missing for this
variable (n=257, 1.5%) were also excluded.
Outcome variable
The main outcome variable was hazardous alcohol
consumption (>30 g/day for men and >20 g/day for
women) established based on data from total daily alcohol
intake in g/day. Hazardous alcohol consumption was
defined according to the Swiss Institute for Alcohol and
Drug Prevention guidelines in 2017 (http://www.
iard.
org/  w p-  c ontent/  u ploads/  2 016/  0 2/  D rinking-  G uidelines-General-Population.pdf) and like previous studies
on Swiss alcohol consumption.19 Total daily alcohol
intake was determined using a validated Food Frequency
Questionnaire (FFQ), as previously described,15 taking
into account consumption frequency, type of alcoholic
beverage (wine, champagne, beer, aperitifs such as anisette or martini and spirits like liqueur, brandy or whisky)
and average serving size compared with a 10 g alcohol
standard for each beverage (similar, bigger or smaller).
The same FFQ was used throughout the totality of the
study, with the resulting data having incorporated large
international consortia.20
Covariates
We created a categorical variable identifying participants
who were surveyed during periods that differed in the
implemented alcohol control laws: period 1 (before 20
October 2000, baseline), period 2 (from 20 October 2000
to 1 February 2004—introduction of advertising ban),
period 3 (from 2 February 2004 to 31 October 2009–
300% increase in alcopop price, decrease of legal alcohol
driving limit, off-premise sale interdiction of alcoholic
beverages from 21:00 to 7:00 hours and gas stations and
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Figure 1 Age-adjusted proportions of participants with hazardous alcohol consumption stratified by gender and (a)
educational attainment and (b) occupational level. Trends were obtained using locally waited scatterplot smoothing. Each
shaded period represents one of the periods with different alcohol control laws.

video stores are no longer allowed to sell alcohol) and
period 4 (from 1 November 2009 onwards—implementation of a public smoking ban).
As in Huisman et al,21 we considered educational attainment in three levels: (1) primary—no end of school certification (‘Maturité’) or no professional apprenticeship,
(2) secondary—obtaining ‘Maturité’ or professional
apprenticeship and (3) tertiary (university degree).
Current occupation was categorised into three categories according to the British Registrar General’s Scale22:
high (professional and intermediate professions),
medium (non-manual occupations) and low (manual or
lower occupations).
Age was used as a continuous variable; smoking status
was classified into never smokers, current smokers and
ex-smokers, and nationality as Swiss or other.
Statistical analysis
For descriptive statistics, continuous variables are
presented as mean±SD deviation (SD) while categorical
ones as absolute and relative frequencies.
X2 test of independence and one-way analysis of variance
were used to assess the significance of group differences
in categorical and continuous variables, respectively. All
analyses were stratified by gender. Outcome proportions
in different survey years, as displayed in figure 1 and
online supplementary figure 1, were age adjusted using
the age distribution of the Swiss population in 2014
(https://www. b fs. a dmin. c h/ b fs/ e n/ h ome/ s tatistics/
population.html).

Time-series analyses were performed (overall and stratified by educational attainment or occupational level),
using adjusted linear (for total consumption) or binomial
(for hazardous consumption) regression models. Coefficients for the calendar year variable are reported.
Poisson regression models were used to test the association between exposure (educational attainment and
occupational level) and outcome variables (hazardous
alcohol consumption and total daily alcohol consumption), and to estimate prevalence ratios (PRs). Besides
age, nationality and smoking status, models were also
adjusted for survey date in calendar years to take secular
trends into account.23–25
We used the STATA package RIIGEN26 27 to calculate
SES variables adjusted for group size and relative SES position using a ridit scoring method. These variables were
then used to calculate the Slope Index of Inequality (SII)
and the Relative Index of Inequality (RII) which quantify
absolute and relative differences between SES-defined
strata, respectively. For total daily alcohol consumption,
a continuous outcome variable, we chose to only calculate the SII since it is more interpretable than a relative measure in this context and this was not the main
outcome variable of the study.
These regression-based indexes describe differences
between the SES extremes taking into account the intermediate categories.27 For instance, RII=1.3 represents an
added 30% outcome prevalence in the lowest SES group
compared with the highest, similar to a PR. SII, an impact
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measure, indicates the absolute difference in outcome
prevalence between lowest and highest SES groups. For
example, SII=0.3 indicates 30 more individuals with the
outcome per 100 individuals in the lowest SES group
compared with the highest one. When used with continuous variables, as total alcohol consumption, SII=4 would
indicate an excess consumption of 4 g/day in the lowest
SES group when compared with the highest.
Both indexes were calculated for each of the four
periods and compared between them using pairwise Wald
tests.
Sensitivity analyses of the educational attainment and
the occupational level-based models were performed
through adjustment for a second SES indicator (occupational level or educational attainment, respectively).
Adjustment of educational attainment model by occupational level included non-working individuals: retired,
unemployed and housewives/househusbands. Reciprocal
adjustment did not change the overall trends (sensitivity analyses can be found in online supplementary
tables 1–3). A sensitivity analysis for interperiod differences in SES inequalities indexes was also performed
through testing for significant interactions between the
RIIGEN-generated SES variables and legislative period
(online supplementary table 4).
Data were analysed using STATA V.13.1 and R V.3.2.2.
Patient and public involvement
Patients and the public were not involved in developing
the research question, study design or outcome measures.
While direct dissemination of study results has not been
planned, they will be communicated through our institutional media services.

Results
Characteristics of participants
Forty-three per cent of participants were surveyed in
period 1, 21.2% in period 2, 14.8% in period 3 and 21.1%
in period 4.
The participant characteristics stratified by gender
and educational attainment can be found in table 1. For
education-based analyses, we included 16 725 participants of which 18.0% had primary education, 45.0%
secondary education and 37.0% tertiary education. The
mean daily consumption of alcohol was 15.9±18.9 g/
day and 18.2% were found to have hazardous alcohol
consumption. When stratified by gender and educational
attainment, higher educated participants of both genders
were younger and less probably current smokers. Furthermore, daily alcohol consumption and the proportion of
participants with hazardous alcohol consumption were
higher in lower educated men, while no differences could
be observed in women.
For the occupational level analysis, we included 11
659 working participants and their characteristics are
reported in online supplementary table 5. Similarly to
the educational attainment stratification, lower alcohol
4

consumption and lower proportion of consumption at
risk were found in men with high occupational level and
no differences were observed among women.
Time trends of hazardous alcohol consumption
Alcohol consumption (online supplementary figure 2a)
and the proportion of drinkers with hazardous consumption (online supplementary figure 2b) have decreased
in both genders between 1993 and 2014 (online supplementary table 6). Yet, when time trends were stratified by
educational attainment, we observed that the decrease
has not occurred similarly across all educational attainment-related groups, since men with primary education did not display a reduction in hazardous alcohol
consumption like their counterparts with secondary and
tertiary education (figure 1A). However, when using the
occupational level as an SES indicator, after an initial
increase in hazardous consumption in participants with
low occupational level, a decrease could be observed in
later periods (figure 1B). To test if the observed time
trends were not due to differences in participant characteristics other than educational attainment and occupational level, data were fitted into multivariable binomial
models to obtain adjusted time trends (online supplementary table 6). We identified negative adjusted time trends
for both outcomes, in both genders (βhazardous consumption in
=-0.04 (-0.04;−0,03) p<0.001, βhazardous consumption in women=men
0.04 (−0.05;−0,03) p<0.001). As suggested by figure 1A
and online supplementary table 6, adjusted time trend
analysis stratified by educational attainment showed that
hazardous consumption did not change among men with
primary education (βprimary=−0.00 (−0.02; 0.02) p=0.75),
while it decreased among men with secondary or tertiary
education (βsecondary=−0.04 (−0.06; −0.03) p<0.001; βter=−0.05 (−0.06; −0.03) p<0.001). For women, the time
tiary
trends were all negative. Analyses stratified by occupational level revealed a harmonious decrease in hazardous
alcohol consumption in all levels and for both genders
(online supplementary table 6).
Similar results were observed when total daily alcohol
intake was used as the outcome variable (online supplementary figure 1a,b and table 6). However, contrarily to
hazardous alcohol consumption for which no inequalities
in women were observed in any of the periods, significant inequalities favouring the lower SES groups were
observed in periods 1 and 3 (online supplementary figure
3).
Association between educational attainment, occupationallevel and hazardous alcohol consumption
We observed more hazardous consumption in lower
educated men (PRprimary vs tertiary=1.58 (1.39; 1.80) p<0.001,
PRsecondary vs tertiary=1.32 (1.18; 1.47) p<0.001) with this being
reflected in the relative and absolute indexes of inequality
(RII=1.87 (1.57; 2.22) p<0.001 and SII=0.14 (0.11; 0.17)
p<0.001, respectively) (table 2). On the other hand, lower
education was associated with less hazardous consumption
Sandoval JL, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e028971. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2019-028971
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3049 (18.2)

 Yes

690 (54.9)

5385 (33.6)

3550 (21.2)
2467 (14.8)
3521 (21.1)

 Period 2 (20 October 2000 to 1 February 2004)

 Period 3 (2 February 2004 to 31 October 2009)

 Period 4 (after 31 October 2009)

7187 (43.0)

 Period 1 (before 20 October 2000)

Law package period, (%)

223 (17.7)

178 (14.2)

269 (21.4)

587 (46.7)

496 (39.5)

3829 (23.9)

 Current smoker

 Ex-smoker

382 (30.4)

6812 (42.5)

379 (30.2)

417 (33.2)

840 (66.8)

26.3±24.7

567 (45.1)

 Never smoker

Smoking status, (%)

13 676 (81.8)

 No

Hazardous alcohol consumption, (%)

4704 (28.1)
12 013 (71.9)

 No

 Yes

Swiss nationality, (%)

729 (17.7)

571 (13.9)

905 (22.0)

1914 (46.5)

1605 (39.0)

1154 (28.0)

1356 (33.0)

1030 (25.0)

3089 (75.0)

22.3±23.2

3152 (76.6)

964 (23.4)

52.8±10.7

4119 (48.2)

886 (27.9)

535 (16.9)

632 (19.9)

1120 (35.3)

1140 (36.0)

625 (19.7)

1403 (44.3)

532 (16.8)

2641 (83.2)

17.8±18.1

2116 (66.8)

1054 (33.2)

51.0±10.6

3173 (37.1)

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

170 (9.7)

186 (10.6)

372 (21.3)

1022 (58.4)

368 (23.9)

355 (23.0)

819 (53.1)

240 (13.7)

1510 (86.3)

10.7±13.3

1189 (67.9)

561 (32.1)

54.6±10.6

1750 (21.4)

1257 (14.7)
52.8±10.9

16 725 (100)
52.1±10.6

N (%)

Age, mean±SD

P value

Primary
education

Tertiary
education

Primary
education

Overall

Secondary
education

Women

777 (22.8)

501 (14.7)

707 (20.7)

1429 (41.9)

886 (28.4)

794 (25.4)

1441 (46.2)

435 (12.7)

2979 (87.3)

10.0±12.7

2846 (83.4)

568 (16.6)

52.9±10.4

3414 (41.8)

Secondary
education

Participants’ characteristics according to educational attainment and gender (1993–2014, Bus Santé study, state of Geneva, Switzerland)
Men

Table 1

736 (24.4)

496 (16.5)

665 (22.1)

1115 (37.0)

890 (31.5)

519 (18.4)

1414 (50.1)

395 (13.1)

2617 (86.9)

10.2±12.7

2143 (71.2)

867 (28.8)

49.8±10.1

3012 (36.8)

Tertiary
education

<0.001

<0.001

0.62

0.22

<0.001

<0.001

P value
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Table 2 Prevalence ratio, RII and SII of educational attainment and occupational level as determinants of hazardous alcohol
consumption
Men
Estimate (95% CI)

Women
P value

Estimate (95% CI)

P value

Educational attainment
 Prevalence ratio
  Primary versus tertiary

1.58 (1.39 to 1.80)

P<0.001

0.84 (0.70 to 1.00)

0.048

  Secondary versus tertiary

1.32 (1.18 to 1.47)

P<0.001

0.86 (0.74 to 0.99)

0.035

  RII (least to most educated)

1.87 (1.57 to 2.22)

P<0.001

0.76 (0.60 to 0.97)

0.026

  SII (least to most educated)

0.14 (0.11 to 0.17)

P<0.001

  Low versus high

1.4 (1.24 to 1.59)

P<0.001

  Medium versus high

1.07 (0.93 to 1.24)

  RII (low to high)
  SII (low to high)

1.68 (1.38 to 2.06)
0.11 (0.07 to 0.15)

−0.04 (−0.07 to −0.01)

0.008

Occupational level
 Prevalence ratio
0.31
P<0.001
P<0.001

1.09 (0.81 to 1.45)

0.58

0.83 (0.70 to 1.00)

0.053

0.86 (0.62 to 1.20)
−0.02 (−0.05 to 0.02)

0.38
0.30

Adjusted for age, nationality, smoking status and survey date.
RII, Relative Index of Inequality; SII, Slope Index of Inequality.

in women (RII=0.76 (0.60; 0.97) p=0.026 and SII=−0.04
(−0.07; −0.01) p=0.008) (table 2).
An occupational level-related gradient was observed
in men, those with lower occupational level having a
higher proportion of hazardous consumption (RII=1.68
(1.38; 2.06) p<0.001 and SII=0.11 (0.07; 0.15) p<0.001)
(table 2). Conversely, no such gradient was found in
women (table 2).
Similar findings were obtained for total daily alcohol
intake, except for women with a lower occupational level
which displayed lower daily alcohol consumption (online
supplementary table 7).

reference period 1), which seemed to increase (interaction=2.2 (1.3; 3.6), p=0.002, online supplementary table
4). The same analysis using occupation level as SES indicator identified the differences mentioned above between
period 1 and 2 in both genders, but also an increase in
relative inequalities in men in period 4 (interaction=2.6
(1.1; 6.2), p=0.02, online supplementary table 4).

Alcohol laws, alcohol consumption and SES inequalities
In men, we identified absolute and relative education-related inequalities in hazardous alcohol consumption in
all periods and favouring the most educated (figure 2A,
online supplementary table 8). No differences between
successive periods were observed (p>0.05) (figure 2A). In
women, no education-related inequalities were observed
during the various legislative periods (figure 2A, online
supplementary figure 1).
Occupational level-related inequalities in men were
also observed in absolute and relative terms and increased
between period 1 and 2 (p<0.05), remaining constant
thereafter (figure 2B, online supplementary table 8).
In women, inequalities in favour of those with lower
occupational level were only observed in period 2, with an
increase being observed between period 1 and 2 (p<0.05)
(figure 2B, online supplementary table 8).
Similar results were obtained concerning daily alcohol
intake (online supplementary figure 3a,b and table 8).
Time trend interaction-based sensitivity analysis for
education-related inequalities identified a difference
in relative inequalities in period 4 (compared with the

Discussion
We identified a social gradient in alcohol drinking
patterns among men, with lower SES being associated
with a higher proportion of hazardous consumption and
higher total daily alcohol consumption. In women, a less
pronounced inverse gradient was observed with higher
SES being associated with higher hazardous consumption
and higher total daily consumption. Differently from men
for whom the inequalities in hazardous consumption
were observed using both SES indicators, in women the
inequalities were only related to educational attainment.
These patterns were also found in other studies: low
education and manual occupation males tend to have a
higher prevalence of alcohol consumption, contrarily to
women.6 7 This gender discrepancy in inequalities suggests
that different mechanisms, other than those related to
SES, are behind hazardous alcohol consumption in each
of the genders. While the reasons behind this discrepancy
are still elusive, it is possible that like tobacco smoking,28
among women, alcohol consumption started to be seen
as a symbol of increased SES and emancipation.29 30 Like
the tobacco industry, the alcohol industry seems to be
exploiting this fact.31 As such, policies to address inequalities in alcohol consumption should be gender adapted
and informed by further studies on their nature.
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Figure 2 Absolute (SII) and relative (RII) inequalities in hazardous alcohol consumption for men (red) and women (blue) for (a)
educational attainment and (b) occupational level. Estimates and 95% CIs are presented as well as the level of significance.
Wald test p values comparing indexes between groups are presented when <0.05. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. RII, Relative
Index of Inequality; SII, Slope Index of Inequality.

We also observed a discrepancy between time trends
when educational attainment or occupational level was
used as SES indicators. Sensitivity analyses showed that this
was not due to the educational attainment-based analysis
including non-working participants. SES indicators such
as education and occupational level often display low to
moderate correlations and cannot be used interchangeably.32–34 Furthermore, each indicator may be related to
different causal mechanisms and can be differentially
associated with a specific health-related outcome.32 It is
thus possible that lower education has a wider impact
on other SES-related determinants of persistent alcohol
consumption than occupation, justifying the observed
discrepancies in alcohol consumption trends.
Differently from previous studies, we studied the
evolution of alcohol drinking patterns during a 22-year
period. Though hazardous consumption decreased
in both genders, inequalities in alcohol consumption
remained stable among men, with relative inequalities
in men potentially increasing during the latter period of
the study when compared with earlier ones. No specific
inequality patterns were identified for the periods with
different legislative alcohol control measures (advertising ban, a threefold increase in alcopop price, a
decrease of legal alcohol driving limit and ban of the
off-premise sale of alcoholic beverages from 21:00 to
7:00 hours and at gas stations and video stores). The lack
of equity impact of these measures can potentially be
explained in light of the recommendations and reports

by WHO12 and OECD.6 Though these institutions
recommend raising the taxes of all alcoholic products,
the OECD described Switzerland as having mild alcohol
taxation with some of the lowest taxes on beer and wine.6
Moreover, increasing the tax on an alcoholic product
does not directly reduce consumption, since it does not
guarantee an increase in the final price of the product,
or a relevant price increase considering the populations’
purchasing power. A recent report pointed out that
price increases due to taxation were regressive measures
in nature, with a bigger financial burden on individuals with low SES, thus with a potential positive equity
impact.35 However, this study was mainly based on data
from low-income/middle-income countries where the
majority of consumers belong to high SES strata. Lack of
data concerning high-income countries precluded the
same analysis in this context. Our results suggest that
the increase in tax on alcopop beverages did not have
a positive equity impact in hazardous alcohol consumption and further increases in taxation of other alcoholic
products are probably needed. Also, easy circulation
between neighbouring regions and countries may have
allowed smuggling of beverages to a lower price. This is
particularly relevant for regions like Geneva due to its
proximity to the France-Switzerland border. Finally, and
even though our study covered a relatively long period,
legislative measures may have a delayed impact in time,
not observable in the time span of this study.
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Strengths
We analysed a population-based sample of participants
from a single region spanning a 22-year period. This
relatively homogeneous sample allowed us to measure
alcohol consumption and its inequalities in this population and to follow them in different periods according to
which alcohol control laws were implemented. We used
two SES indicators (educational attainment and occupational level) and the lack of effect of alcohol control
measures on inequalities based on both indicators further
increases the robustness of our findings. Furthermore, we
measured inequalities and their trends complementing
the relative with absolute measures in order to determine
the impact that interventions to reduce inequalities could
have had on the outcomes.27 36
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Limitations
Our study has several limitations. First, it was based
on self-reported repeated cross-sectional data instead
of longitudinal, not allowing the follow-up of alcohol
consumption and its inequalities at the individual level.
Second, the participation rate, as in another cross-sectional survey studies, ranged between 51% and 60%, and,
accordingly, selection bias cannot be excluded. Third,
strong enforcement and coordinated multilevel approach
are capital for effective implementation of alcohol control
laws. Unfortunately, we could not evaluate the degree of
law enforcement as no data on measure adoption were
available, and we were not able to control for the price
trends of the alcoholic products. Also, the implemented
laws could have had a differential effect on population
subgroups defined by factors other than SES indicators.
The mental and general health status of the participants
was also not taken into account and confounding by
these variables cannot be excluded. The effects of each
legislative package could have been delayed in time and
appeared on subsequent periods or even beyond the
time frame of this study. Moreover, the time span of this
study included the 2008 economic crisis, which may have
impacted on alcohol consumption and its inequalities, as
noted by Stuckler et al.11 Finally, besides confounding by
other unrecorded factors, our study is based on a single
region of a high-income country, probably limiting the
generalisability of the findings to settings that differ
greatly from Geneva.
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